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This week I posted a link to Jeremy Griffiths book Freedom, the end of the
human condition, having bumped into it coincidentally on Michael Leunigs
page.
It caught my attention, and since then have followed it up a bit, to find out
more about it.
I don't know if others are aware of Jeremy Griffiths work, I wasn't till this
week.
He is an Australian biologist and has just released this book which appears
to be getting some controversial reviews, on the one hand being hailed as
the 'holy grail' in human/biological/psychological understanding of the
'human condition' being held up as 'the' long awaited answer and the most
important information to emerge about humans on earth.
So when one comes across hefty claims like these, obviously one is
intrigued. Having watched some of the interviews and read parts of the
book it does appear to throw up a view of humans I have not heard before,
but then again I'm no evolutionary biologist, but I have been around long
enough to have heard a few different ideas from various people, to know
when I'm hearing something 'unusual'.
Whether it is what it is claimed to be or not, is unknown to me, but it does
sound like a radically different narrative.
Here it is. Have a look and see what you think yourself.
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For those wanting to know in essence what it's about, it is the proposition
that the 'human condition' as we witness it today in the world, was brought
about by the ensuing battle between our consciousness development, our
central nervous systems development of understanding of the real world,
and our instinctive learning past. Our Ego, anger and upset is from the
criticism, persecution of our consciousness by our instinct.
This is a radically new insight about this phenomenon.

FREEDOM: The End Of The
Human Condition
This book by Australian biologist Jeremy Griffith
presents the 11th hour breakthrough biological
explanation of the human condition needed for the
psychological rehabilitation of the human race!—'The
Book That Saves The World'

WWW.HUMANCONDITION.COM
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Tess Watson, Sally Burdziejko and 2 others like this.
Amanda Marler no time to read the whole book. - Any chance of directing me
to a few core vital chapters
June 12, 2015 at 5:42pm · Like
Vasko Drogriski If you open the link, there are a series of videos introductions
with panel discussion which is very good introduction to the book, he talks
about it. Easy way to get the intro. There are also summaries of each chapter
on their FB page.
June 12, 2015 at 5:51pm · Like
Vasko Drogriski Here are chapter summaries
http://www.humancondition.com/freedom-brief-description...

Brief description of the explanation of the
human condition - The Book That Saves…
HUMANCONDITION.COM

June 12, 2015 at 5:52pm · Like
Amanda Marler Did reading it inspire you and free you up? Briefly read the
brief description. Have been more inspired by other authors on freedom from
ourselves, but his perspective sounds valid and If it helps people to stop
crucifying themselves and suddenly drop into self-love / freedom from
(unconscious) crippling guilt, terrific. From reading it, do you feel freed up and
if so how will you hold it there?
June 12, 2015 at 6:29pm · Like
Vasko Drogriski It gave me a very different insight to many things. If true, this
is a radically different scientific narrative.
June 12, 2015 at 6:38pm · Like
Vasko Drogriski i didnt see it as a type of 'woo woo' feel good notion of
human compassion, confirming things like the 'goodness' of humans, or that
we should feel assured that we're essentially ok, it goes deeper into the guts of
nature. There is also an interesting chapter on our struggle to understand, or
to deny, the essential 'ordering of matter in nature', this is no 'woo woo' inquiry
into things, but questioning the essential scientific worldview we have not just
about ourselves, but of the actual nature of matter and how things come to
being in the universe.
June 12, 2015 at 6:45pm · Like
Vasko Drogriski whats radically different about this, is that it makes an explicit
link between biological-psychological evolution, particularly insincts vs
conscious thinking, and the answer it gives is radically different to anything so
far. This idea or explanation has not been given so far, it is new. Although
there have been many discussions about instinct vs conscious thought tyring
to understand them, the level of clarity about this has yet not be proposed this
way.
June 12, 2015 at 6:58pm · Edited · Like
Amanda Marler okay, your comment before made it sound more intriguing "our struggle to understand, or to deny, the essential 'ordering of matter in
nature' ... questioning the essential scientific worldview we have not just about
ourselves, but of the actual nature of matter." The "instincts vs conscious
thinking" reminded me of Freud (instincts/id, ego and superego) but the
denying of the 'ordering of matter in nature' sounds different. Will take another
look (nother time).
June 12, 2015 at 7:01pm · Like
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Vasko Drogriski i have ordered his book and want to read for myself. His
ideas sound extremely unusual, they don't have the same 'resonance' as the
type of information we're used to hearing.
June 12, 2015 at 7:06pm · Like ·
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